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Abstract
1. Metagenomic data generated from environmental samples is increasingly com-

mon in the analysis of modern and ancient biological communities. To obtain 
taxonomic profiles from this type of data, DNA sequences are aligned against 
large genomic reference databases and the lowest common ancestor (LCA) 
needs to be inferred for each sequence with multiple alignments. To date, ef-
forts have mainly focused on improving the speed, sensitivity and specificity 
of alignment tools, and little effort has been applied to the LCA algorithm that 
generates the taxonomic profiles from alignments.

2. We present ngsLCA, a command- line toolkit with two separate modules: the 
main program (in C/C++) performing LCA inference, and an R package for gen-
erating tables and visualisations of the taxonomic profiles.

3. ngsLCA processed large datasets in BAM/SAM alignment format 4– 11 times 
faster and used less memory compared to other available programs. It is compat-
ible with the NCBI taxonomy and has flexible parameter settings. Furthermore, 
the toolkit offers functions for filtering, contamination removal, taxonomic clus-
tering, and multiple ways of visualising the generated taxonomic profiles.

4. ngsLCA bridges a gap in current metagenomic analyses by supplying a computa-
tionally light, easy- to- use, accurate, fast and flexible LCA algorithm with R func-
tions for processing and illustrating the taxonomic profiles

K E Y W O R D S
environmental DNA (eDNA), lowest common ancestor (LCA), metagenomics, next- generation 
sequencing, sedimentary ancient DNA (sedaDNA), shotgun sequencing, taxonomic profiling, toolkit
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1  |  INTRODUC TION

Understanding the distribution of species in an ecosystem through 
time and space is essential for a wide range of disciplines, such as 
ecology, conservation biology, microbiology, palaeontology, archae-
ology, and environmental sciences. Species incidence data have tra-
ditionally been generated using laboratory cultures for microbiota 
(Barer & Harwood, 1999), collected during field investigation or with 
Geographic Information System (GIS) tools for extant fauna and 
flora (Muller, 1997; Ryser- Degiorgis, 2013), and through the analy-
sis of micro-  and macro- fossils to learn about biota change through 
time (Jackson et al., 1997). More recently, DNA collected from en-
vironmental samples has been combined with innovations in high- 
throughput DNA sequencing to produce accurate and standardised 
biodiversity information (Thomsen & Willerslev, 2015). One such 
method is environmental DNA (eDNA) metabarcoding, which uses 
universal PCR primers to amplify a short marker gene for a spe-
cific group of organisms (such as vertebrate, vascular plant, bacte-
ria) (Deiner et al., 2017). This non- invasive genetic approach allows 
for fast, efficient, sensitive, and comprehensive detection of many 
taxa in parallel to reconstruct biodiversity without a requirement 
to culture, observe or count organisms and fossils, and is therefore 
becoming frequently applied across disciplines (Deiner et al., 2017; 
Ruppert et al., 2019; Thomsen & Willerslev, 2015).

The continuously decreasing cost and expanding output of DNA 
sequencing technologies in the past few years have made it increas-
ingly common to sequence the entire DNA pool isolated from en-
vironmental samples, without target species PCR amplification, to 
reconstruct ecosystem composition (Cowart et al., 2018; Garlapati 
et al., 2019; Pedersen et al., 2016). This method, known as eDNA 
shotgun metagenomics, has several advantages compared to me-
tabarcoding. It enables genome- wide and functional analyses with 
greater sensitivity (Chua et al., 2021; Pedersen et al., 2021), can ac-
curately recover the relative composition of DNA in a mixed sample 
(Bell et al., 2021; Wang et al., 2021), and permits the estimation of 
DNA damage for ancient DNA authentication (Pedersen et al., 2016). 
Shotgun metagenomics involves randomly sequencing a pool of 
DNA, either directly extracted from environmental samples (Cowart 
et al., 2018; Pedersen et al., 2016), or from a sample enriched in 
the laboratory targeting a specific taxon or group of taxa through 
hybridization capture (Jensen et al., 2021; Vernot et al., 2021). In 
both methods, the generated DNA sequences are bioinformatically 
aligned to a database containing reference genomes of multiple spe-
cies, which in some cases can comprise millions of different taxa to 
minimise taxonomic bias (Garlapati et al., 2019; Wang et al., 2021). 
For each sequence with multiple possible alignments to the data-
base, a lowest common ancestor (LCA) of the aligned taxa needs to 
be calculated to obtain taxonomic inference and classification.

However, very few tools have been designed for performing LCA 
inference. Instead, efforts have been applied to develop faster and 
more accurate alternatives for sequence alignment such as DIAMOND 
(Buchfink et al., 2021) and PIA (Cribdon et al., 2020), tools for microbial 
alignments such as MALT (Herbig et al., 2016) and MetaPhlAn (Beghini 

et al., 2021), and faster k- mer based approaches such as kraken2 
(Wood et al., 2019), krakenuniq (Breitwieser et al., 2018), Kaiju (Menzel 
et al., 2016), and PuffAligner (Almodaresi et al., 2021). Some of these 
tools (Kraken2, Diamond) can handle large databases, provided they 
are given enough memory on the computer, and KrakenUniq can do 
partial loading of the database. However, many of these tools are 
otherwise not compatible with large reference databases (e.g. NCBI- 
RefSeq) or do not accept custom genomes as reference, hindering 
the incorporation of constantly growing genome references. Some 
offer LCA functions for processing alignment results (such as PIA) or 
pre- clustering the reference database to assign the shared gnomonic 
regions to LCA (such as krakenuniq), but none of these programs pro-
cess files in Sequence Alignment Format (i.e. BAM/SAM/CRAM) (Li 
et al., 2009) generated by commonly used aligners such as BWA (Li 
& Durbin, 2009) and bowtie2 (Langmead & Salzberg, 2012), limiting 
their broader application and often requiring a re- alignment of reads 
to reference genomes of interest for downstream analysis.

MEGAN6 (and the associated command- line tool sam2rma) (Huson 
et al., 2016) and sam2lca (Borry et al., 2022) are, to our knowledge, 
the only programs that can perform LCA taxonomic assignment on 
sequences from the standard alignment format. However, MEGAN6 
is not directly compatible with the NCBI taxonomy format and relies 
on the release of a customised binary taxonomy file, which prevents 
the use of the latest updated NCBI databases. The custom taxonomy 
provided by MEGAN6 also does not allow for additional reference 
genomes from non- public databases. Furthermore, sam2lca does not 
supply functionalities needed for parsing, clustering, exploring, or il-
lustrating of the generated taxonomic files. Finally, the LCA inference 
of both these programs is slower, particularly for larger datasets.

The size of both sequencing dataset and reference databases are 
rapidly increasing. A faster LCA inference toolkit is therefore needed 
to enable efficient processing of large alignment datasets in sequence 
alignment format, allow for the optional addition of taxonomy and 
reference genomes, and be compatible with command- line work-
flows for batch processing and incorporation into analytical pipelines.

Here, we present ngsLCA (next generation sequence lowest 
common ancestor algorithm), a standalone and easy- to- use tool-
kit that achieves fast and accurate LCA inference. Compared with 
other programs, it has the following advantages: (i) directly compat-
ible with BAM/SAM/CRAM format alignments, (ii) computationally 
lighter (the entire workflow can be carried out on a regular laptop), 
(iii) built on the NCBI taxonomy and able to directly read in the 
downloaded NCBI taxonomy database without any reformatting 
requirements, (iv) accepts custom reference databases containing 
specific reference genomes of interests and a custom taxonomy 
confined to the NCBI format, (v) compatible with inputs from short 
or long read alignments, single or pair ended sequencing data, and 
datasets targeting any organismal assemblages, (vi) accepts a series 
of simplified parameters to provide flexible LCA inference, (vii) pro-
vides R functions for taxonomic profiling, filtering, sorting, and data 
visualisation, as well as generating outputs that are compatible with 
other subsequent analysis and visualisation tools, and (viii) is avail-
able under the GNU General Public License v3.0 (GPL).
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2  |  DESIGN, IMPLEMENTATION AND 
FE ATURES

The ngsLCA toolkit comprises two modules, the main program (writ-
ten in C/C++) that performs the actual LCA inference, and an R 
package that processes the LCA results and outputs tables and visu-
alisations of the taxonomic profiles and other summary statistics.

2.1  |  ngsLCA main program

The main program uses alignment files in BAM/SAM/CRAM format 
as input to infer the LCA per sequence based on the NCBI taxonomy 
(Figure 1a). The input alignment files can be generated by mapping 
a metagenomic dataset against one or several nucleotide reference 

databases. The reference databases can be customised by the user, 
but they need to comply with the NCBI taxonomy format (see ng-
sLCA GitHub repository for further details). All NCBI genomic da-
tabases (e.g. NCBI- nt and all NCBI- RefSeq divisions) can be directly 
used as reference.

We developed a new implementation for the naive LCA algo-
rithm (Figure 1b): all alignments of each read are retained using a 
user- defined similarity, and we seek to find the lowest (furthest from 
the root) internal node in the complete taxonomic tree that spans 
these alignments. The taxonomic information is supplied as a tree 
with a branching order defined by lower- level nodes referencing 
their parent node. Nodes are identified by the NCBI taxonomic ID 
(taxaID) and include ranking information such as subspecies, species, 
genus and family. The LCA for a given read that is aligned to n ref-
erence identifiers (terminal nodes) is then characterised as the node 

F I G U R E  1  Workflow of ngsLCA toolkit and the algorithm for ngsLCA main program. The sketch map (a) shows the full ngsLCA workflow. 
The main program uses BAM/SAM/CRAM alignment file(s) as input to infer LCAs based on the NCBI taxonomy. ngsLCA R package supplies 
functions for parsing, processing, sorting and illustrating the LCA results. The schematic diagram (b) shows the algorithm for ngsLCA main 
program. An example is shown for an LCA inference where one read aligned to four different terminal nodes (i.e. n = 4). The number in 
each circle indicates the path multiplicity; red circles indicate the alignments (read alignments to terminal nodes). The LCA for this read is 
indicated by the yellow circle, which has the longest root distance (i.e. k) within the nodes for which the path multiplicity is equal to the 
number of alignments (i.e. n).
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furthest from the root (i.e. to have the greatest root distance [k]) for 
which a direct path exists downwards in the tree for all the n aligned 
terminal nodes. The canonical solution for finding this furthest node 
in the presence of parent pointers is to tabulate the number of times 
(path multiplicity) the internal nodes are traversed from each of the 
terminal nodes toward the root. For internal nodes that have been 
traversed n times (i.e. for which path multiplicity is equal to n), the 
root distance is then calculated and the node with the longest root 
distance is reported as LCA for the read.

The LCA inference per read is reported as a flat text file (.lca 
file) per input file. At the same time, the LCA algorithm also outputs 
a look- up file (.bin file) that enables fast traversal of the reference 
database taxonomy. See ngsLCA GitHub repository for further 
details.

2.2  |  ngsLCA R package

The ngsLCA R package supplies a series of easy- to- use functions 
to parse, filter, and sort the output files from the main program 
(Figure 1a). These R functions can generate taxonomic profiles in 
different table formats, split by taxonomic group and levels, which 
are compatible with downstream visualisation tools and subsequent 
analyses. It also offers functions that allow the user to visualise 
the taxonomic profiles in different ways (e.g. heatmaps, barplots, 
stratplots), and can implement non- metric multidimensional scal-
ing (NMDS) and sample species richness tests (rarefaction analysis) 
(Dixon, 2003) for a quick assessment of the dataset.

The R function ngsLCA_profile first loads all “.lca” files from a 
user- defined directory, counts the number of reads assigned to 
each taxon, and subsequently merges the taxonomic profiles of all 
samples into a taxa- count matrix as a combined taxonomic profile. 
Low- abundance taxa that often derive from false- positives (due to 
sequencing errors, PCR errors or mis- annotations in the database 
[Steinegger & Salzberg, 2020]) can be removed by user- defined 
thresholds via the function ngsLCA_filter. All taxa that appear in the 
experimental controls (if supplied) will first be combined and filtered 
to form a “contamination” list, and the listed taxa will be subtracted 
from the combined taxonomic profile via the function ngsLCA_de-
Contam. The ngsLCA_rank function sorts the taxonomic profiles into 
user- defined taxonomic levels (e.g. species, genus, family) by sum-
ming read counts from all lower taxonomic nodes of a given taxon. 
The ngsLCA_group function categorises taxa into user- defined 
groups (e.g. virus, bacteria, plant). Summary statistics for each filter, 
contamination removal, taxonomic level and group can be generated 
using the function ngsLCA_count.

Taxonomic profiles will all be written into the user- specified 
folder in tab- separated text files. All results from these functions 
can also be parsed into a MEGAN taxonomic profile format via ng-
sLCA_meganFile to be further analysed in MEGAN. Heatmaps, bar-
plots, stratplots showing reads abundance of the taxonomic profiles 
can be generated using function ngsLCA_heatmap (Gu et al., 2016), 
ngsLCA_barplot and ngsLCA_stratplot, respectively. NMDS and 

rarefaction analysis on the generated taxonomic profiles can be 
performed using the functions ngsLCA_NMDS and ngsLCA_rarefy, 
respectively.

3  |  COMPARISON WITH EQUIVALENT 
PROGR AMS

We tested ngsLCA by comparing its performance against the equiva-
lent software packages discussed above. Specifically, we evaluated 
the specificity, speed and memory usage of ngsLCA through compar-
isons with MEGAN6 on a standard Mac laptop, and with sam2rma 
and sam2lca on a HPC (high performance computing) Linux server.

To mimic a typical metagenomic experiment, we downloaded 
and indexed reference databases from two sources: (1) the NCBI- nt 
(downloaded on 21 November 2018), that, due to its large size, was 
divided into 9 equally sized FASTA files; (2) the NCBI- RefSeq data-
base (release 90), which was also divided into equally sized FASTA 
files, including vertebrates (9 files), mammals (18 files) and inver-
tebrates (3 files). We next selected 10 shotgun sequenced metag-
enomic samples (Spring Lake samples from Pedersen et al. (2016)) 
and aligned all reads against each of these reference databases using 
bowtie2 (version 2.3.2) end- to- end alignment following the default 
settings, allowing up to 5000 hits per read (−k 5000) to each indexed 
reference database file. The resulting BAM files for each sample 
were then merged and sorted using SAMtools (version 1.10).

3.1  |  Comparison with MEGAN6

Generated BAM files were first converted to SAM format for com-
patibility with MEGAN6, and thereafter were analysed with ngsLCA 
and MEGAN6 (V6.18.6) using the same NCBI taxonomy (Oct- 2019 
version), allocating 14 GB memory (RAM) and using single- thread 
processing on macOS Catalina (V10.1.5.4), and requiring 100% 
similarity between reference and sequence. The generated taxo-
nomic profiles, processing time, and RAM usage were recorded and 
compared.

3.1.1  |  Specificity of ngsLCA and MEGAN6

We expected identical taxonomic profiles produced by ngsLCA and 
MEGAN6 using the same LCA parameters on identical input align-
ments. However, while this was the case, we found small differences 
between the profiles from between the two programs (Table 1). 
By manually checking the differences, we found the discrepancy 
was due to errors in the built- in taxonomic tree (NCBI taxdump) of 
MEGAN6, which did not match the corresponding Oct- 2019 version 
accession2taxID archive (this archive aligns each accession ID of the 
reference database to the taxonomic ID). For example, in one tested 
sample (SPL_015_1444), MEGAN6 assigned 533 reads to taxaID 
329,540. In the input SAM file, most of these reads were aligned to 
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the reference LO018304.1 which is reported as representing taxaID 
1160 in the accession2taxID archive. However, these reads were 
correctly parsed by ngsLCA, resulting in differences in the outputs 
between the two programs. This shows the importance of using 
an updated taxonomy database for accurate LCA inference, which 
can be easily handled by ngsLCA. MEGAN6, however, supplies no 
user option to update the NCBI taxonomy, but releases a binary- 
formatted taxonomy file once or twice a year.

3.2  |  Speed and RAM usage of ngsLCA and  
MEGAN6

We also tracked the time consumed by both programs for process-
ing the 10 SAM files and found that ngsLCA on average was 6.4 
times faster and parsed 5.9 times more alignments per second than 
MEGAN6 (Figure 2a). For the three largest files with more than 100 
million alignments, we found ngsLCA was 11.3 times faster. To fur-
ther explore these observations, we merged all the 10 tested data-
sets into one large file containing 846.76 million alignments and 
parsed it using both programs. We found that ngsLCA was 11.6 times 
faster and used 686 s, while MEGAN6 used 7978 s in total.

Additionally, we logged RAM usage every 2 s during the process-
ing of all files (Figure 2c). We found that ngsLCA consumed 22% less 
memory on average than MEGAN6. For the merged file combing all 
the 10 tested datasets, we found that ngsLCA consumed 30% less 
memory on average than MEGAN6.

3.3  |  Comparison with SAM2RMA and SAM2LCA

To ensure compatibility, the BAM files were indexed using SAMtools 
to be used as input for sam2lca and converted to the SAM format to 
be used as input for sam2rma. Files were hereafter analysed with ng-
sLCA, sam2lca (version 1.0.0), and sam2rma (version 6.22.2) simul-
taneously on a Red Hat Enterprise Linux Server running 7.7 (Maipo) 
with 88 cores and 256 GB memory. The analyses were all performed 
with the same NCBI taxonomy (Feb- 2022 version, the latest version 

that was available in the required binary format for sam2rma) for 
the 3 programs, using single thread and unlimited RAM access and 
requiring 100% similarity between reference and sequence. The 
generated taxonomic profiles, processing time, and RAM usage were 
compared using the same method as the comparison between ng-
sLCA and MEGAN6.

We found the three programs generated identical taxonomic 
profiles when based on the same taxonomy database. However, on 
average ngsLCA was 3.6 and 2.0 times faster than sam2lca and sam-
2rma, respectively (Figure 2d). Although sam2rma was marginally 
faster on the file with least alignments than ngsLCA (256 s versus 
302 s for SPL_153_7001), the consumed time increased dramatically 
for sam2rma when analysing the big files. It took ngsLCA 2085 s to 
process the merged BAM file (all 10 tested BAM files combined), 
which was 4.4 and 4.2 times faster than sam2lca (9195 s) and sam-
2rma (8775 s) respectively. Considering the time consumed for 
indexing or converting the BAM files into the required format for 
sam2lca and sam2rma, ngsLCA provides the fastest LCA inference in 
real- world applications.

Without RAM limitations, we found all the three programs used 
approximately the same amount of RAM on average (Figure 2f). 
However, for the merged BAM file, ngsLCA used only 27.16% and 
41.72% RAM compared to sam2lca and sam2rma, respectively. This 
again indicates that ngsLCA is superior in handling large datasets.

4  |  BENCHMARK TEST

To assess the accuracy and specificity of taxonomic classification 
using the LCA approach supplied by ngsLCA, we simulated an ancient 
metagenomic dataset and tested how different ngsLCA parameters 
can affect the taxonomic profiles. First, we randomly selected 40 
genomes from the NCBI genome- Refseq, including 19 bacteria (two 
genomes of Escherichia coli were included), 5 fungi, 3 invertebrate 
animals, 8 plants, and 4 vertebrate animals (Table 2). We then simu-
lated divergence by applying mutation- simulator (Kuhl et al., 2021) to 
add mutations at a rate of 0.001. Thereafter single- end sequencing 
reads were generated using gargammel (Renaud et al., 2017) from 

Sample ID
Reads parsed by 
ngsLCA

Reads parsed by 
MEGAN6

Discrepancies between 
ngsLCA and MEGAN6

SPL_015_1444 238,868 238,868 965

SPL_055_3112 81,626 81,625 351

SPL_113_5430 207,252 207,252 809

SPL_153_7001 2335 2335 24

SPL_173_7782 5894 5894 31

SPL_191_8967 21,362 21,361 111

SPL_193_9133 14,425 14,425 101

SPL_195_9299 29,237 29,237 127

SPL_221_11440 6511 6511 77

SPL_235_11534 15,639 15,639 56

TA B L E  1  Differences in taxonomic 
profiles generated by ngsLCA and 
MEGAN6 for the 10 tested samples
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each genome, by adding (i) fragmentations (following suggested an-
cient DNA patterns in Fu et al., 2014), (ii) deamination damage pat-
terns (−damagee 0.03, 0.4, 0.01, 0.3), and (iii) sequencing errors (−qs 
30). We then randomly subset 1– 500 simulated reads (reads num-
ber for each genome is shown in Table 2) from each genome and 
combined them into one FASTQ file as the simulated dataset. The 
dataset was mapped against the NCBI- nt (downloaded on 2 January 
2022), NCBI- Refseq (all divisions of release 210), and the 40 tem-
plate genomes, following the same method used in the comparison 
test (Section 3). The generated BAM file was processed by ngsLCA 
applying three different edit distances (i.e. mismatches between the 
quarry read and the reference genome) during the main program 

processing, nine different abundance filtering thresholds (i.e. thresh-
old.1 in ngsLCA_filter of the R package), and three different taxo-
nomic unit levels (species, genus and family). Results are shown in 
Figure 3.

We found that classification at the genus level is more reli-
able than at species level, particularly when applying more relaxed 
abundance filtering. For example, when setting the minimum reads 
number required for confirming a taxon to 0, 2 or 5, averagely there 
were 6.9 false- positive identifications at species level, while only 2 
were reported at genus level. We also found that read abundance 
is key when filtering out false- positives, particularly for the plant 
and animal taxa. By increasing the filtering threshold to 5, only two 

F I G U R E  2  Comparisons of run time, alignments processed per second, and RAM usage between ngsLCA and MEGAN6 (a– c) on a laptop, 
and among ngsLCA, sam2rma, and sam2lca on a HPC cloud (d– f). Alignments of 10 shotgun sequenced dataset from (Pedersen et al., 2016) 
against NCBI databases were parsed by the four tested programs using the same parameters. The number in brackets after each sample 
name indicates the number of alignments (in millions) per dataset.
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non- plant/animal false- positive identifications remained, while all 
the true taxa could be correctly identified, indicating that the ng-
sLCA approach is very reliable. We also noticed that more flexible 
mapping (i.e. greater edit distance) slightly improved the identifica-
tion accuracy, likely because false- positives produced by reads with 

mismatches to a true reference genome are now able to be mapped 
onto the correct reference genome, and therefore will be classified 
appropriately by the LCA algorithm.

Overall, by classifying at genus level and requiring the read 
abundance greater than 5 for a given taxon, ngsLCA supplies 

Genome accession ID Taxa NCBI taxaID
Simulated 
reads number

GCF_000091205.1 Cyanidioschyzon merolae 45,157 88

GCF_000149035.1 Colletotrichum graminicola 31,870 28

GCF_000150705.2 Paracoccidioides lutzii 1,048,829 467

GCF_000184155.1 Fragaria vesca 57,918 257

GCF_000250985.1 Nematocida parisii 586,133 104

GCF_000340665.1 Cajanus cajan 3821 300

GCF_000346465.2 Prunus persica 3760 332

GCF_000458825.1 Escherichia coli 562 52

GCF_000516155.1 Acinetobacter baumannii 470 383

GCF_000622305.1 Nannospalax galili 1,026,970 262

GCF_000686985.2 Brassica napus 3708 50

GCF_000717135.1 Catenuloplanes japonicus 33,876 100

GCF_000740945.1 Brucella abortus 235 13

GCF_000741045.1 Vigna radiata 157,791 427

GCF_000955945.1 Cercocebus atys 9531 441

GCF_000956235.1 Wasmannia auropunctata 64,793 346

GCF_001186125.1 Sphaeroforma arctica 72,019 309

GCF_001254135.1 Shigella sonnei 624 350

GCF_001590865.1 Streptomyces sp. NBRC 110611 1,621,259 187

GCF_001608675.1 Vibrio parahaemolyticus 670 344

GCF_001622625.1 Staphylococcus epidermidis 1282 84

GCF_001815405.1 Peptoniphilus sp. HMSC075B08 1,739,525 28

GCF_002096655.1 Streptococcus oralis 1303 358

GCF_002139215.1 Campylobacter lanienae 75,658 300

GCF_002303985.1 Durio zibethinus 66,656 281

GCF_003225955.1 Enterobacter cloacae complex sp. 2,027,919 379

GCF_003357145.1 Venustampulla echinocandica 2,656,787 44

GCF_003479435.1 Eubacterium sp. AF15- 50 2,293,103 367

GCF_003586665.1 Listeria monocytogenes 1639 138

GCF_003713205.1 Coffea eugenioides 49,369 184

GCF_010015585.1 Eremomyces bilateralis 1,341,166 370

GCF_013073365.1 Escherichia coli 562 437

GCF_013340165.1 Drosophila suzukii 28,584 135

GCF_014824575.2 Sturnira hondurensis 192,404 299

GCF_016077325.2 Equus asinus 9793 90

GCF_016757015.1 Marinobacter sp. JB05H06 2,803,860 17

GCF_022811885.1 Priestia megaterium 1404 73

GCF_900136575.1 Mycobacteroides abscessus 36,809 68

GCF_900984035.1 Streptococcus pyogenes 1314 280

GCF_902162445.1 Klebsiella michiganensis 1,134,687 401

TA B L E  2  Genomes used for simulating 
the benchmark testing dataset
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accurate taxonomic classifications with all taxa correctly iden-
tified (i.e. no false- negative) and only 2 non- plant/animal false- 
positive identifications, for a dataset that has high divergence rate 
and is highly fragmented and damaged. This recommendation is 
not, however, universally applicable, as appropriate parameters 
can vary according to the sampling context and environment, 
DNA extraction and sequencing protocols, sequencing data qual-
ity controls, and importantly the reference database quality and 
completeness.

5  |  CONCLUSION

ngsLCA is a fast, flexible, accurate and easy- to- use toolkit for lowest 
common ancestor inference and taxonomic profiling of metagen-
omic datasets. It contains 2 modules, the ngsLCA main program and 
the ngsLCA R package. The main program supplies a new implemen-
tation of the naive LCA algorithm which enables fast LCA inference, 
particularly for large datasets. A comparison test shows that it is 
more than ~11 times faster for large datasets and consumes less 

F I G U R E  3  Accuracy and specificity of ngsLCA on a simulated ancient metagenomic dataset. A simulated dataset with known taxa 
composition with divergence, DNA fragmentation, deamination damage patterns, and sequencing errors was parsed by ngsLCA. The 
identified taxa are categorised into two different groups for each run: Plant/animal versus non- plant/animal and correct identifications 
versus false- positives. X- axis indicates the minimum reads number for authenticating the identification of a taxon.
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memory than the commonly used MEGAN6, and ~4 times faster for 
large datasets than other available tools. By benchmarking on a sim-
ulated ancient metagenomic dataset, we show that ngsLCA supplies 
a very reliable approach for taxonomic classification with all true 
taxa correctly identified and only two prokaryote false positives. 
ngsLCA handles alignment in BAM/SAM/CRAM format derived 
from a vast range of sequenced material and is therefore compatible 
with a large number of bioinformatic analyses. It is computationally 
light, enabling the entire workflow to be carried out on a laptop. ng-
sLCA uses the NCBI taxonomy, for which the newest release can 
be downloaded directly from the NCBI ftp server without reformat-
ting (reformatting is typically time consuming due to the large size). 
This makes maintenance and database updates simple and enables 
compatibility with the latest version of the NCBI genomic databases. 
ngsLCA is built upon the readily available NCBI taxonomic phylog-
eny, which makes it easy to add additional genomes not included 
in the NCBI databases. The ngsLCA R package supplies a series of 
functions for easy and fast taxonomic profiling, as well as filtering, 
decontaminating, sorting, grouping, illustrating, and clustering the 
taxonomic profiles, which collectively is of broad use to molecular 
ecologists and biologists.

With the rapid rise in metagenomic studies and the constant 
increase in the size of metagenomic data and genomic databases, 
metagenomic tools that improve speed and handling capabilities, 
such as ngsLCA, are necessary to maintain the current pace and 
scope of discovery.
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